Relationship between segmental duplications and repeat sequences in human chromosome 7.
Various types of repeat sequences are abundant in genomic sequences, and they are associated with the biological phenomena at distinct levels. In particular, comparative analyses of whole-genome-sized sequence data have revealed that repeat sequences cause segmental duplications, which are a type of chromosomal structural arrangement. In this study, we analyzed the relationships between segmental duplications and repeat sequences in human chromosome 7. For this purpose, three methods for detecting repeat sequences were applied to the genomic sequences of human chromosome 7: RepeatMasker for the dispersed repeats, TRF for the tandem repeats, and STEPSTONE for the inter-spread repeats. By plotting the detected repeat sequences against the locations on the chromosome, all three types of repeats were found to be concentrated around the regions of segmental duplications, as a macroscopic feature of their distributions. Furthermore, the latter two repeat sequences were classified in terms of their periods, and the distribution bias of the detected repeat sequences was statistically tested between the segmental duplication regions and the other regions. As a result, the periods of two repeats were biased, with less than a 5% level of significance probability by the chi(2) test, and the repeats with long periods, about 130bp and more than 400bp, were attributed to a bias with a 5% level of significance probability by the normalized residual test. The mechanism of segmental duplications is discussed based on the present results.